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Background

• Infrastructure networks are inextricably interlinked

– Risks and opportunities

– Different spatial and temporal scales

• Interdependencies increasingly reflected in policy making
“general lack of understanding and accountability for a network of
networks approach to national infrastructures, with no knowledge of
systemic vulnerabilities and risks across interdependent
infrastructures”

- Council for Science and Technology, 2009 



ITRC and MISTRAL

• Infrastructure Transitions Research Consortium (2011-2015)
– Comprises seven universities with industry and government 

partners

– Aim: “To deliver research, models and decision support tools for 
the analysis and long term planning of a robust national 
infrastructure system… …providing a basis for cross-sectoral and 
long-term decision-making for infrastructure planning, design and 
operation”

• Multi-scale InfraSTRucture systems AnaLytics (2016-2021)
– Aim: “To develop and demonstrate a highly integrated analytics 

capability to inform strategic infrastructure decision making 
across scales”

– MISTRAL will radically extend infrastructure systems analysis 
capability:
• Downscale … to the UK’s 25.7 million households and 5.2 million 

businesses

• Upscale … to incorporate global interconnections

• Across-scale … to other national settings outside the UK



The NISMOD family (ITRC)



Infrastructure systems failures

Failure 

Losses

Disruptions

Propagation 
and cascade



System-of-systems approach
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• Systems model
• High resolution
• Multi-scale
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Assembling network data

• Great Britain’s Integrated electricity network hierarchy
• Sub-systems with multiple owners
• Real and synthetic data

Transmission (400kV, 275kV, 132kV)

Sub-transmission (132kV, 33kV) 

Distribution (33kV, 11kV, 415V)

Large generation (Nuclear, Coal, Gas)

Medium generation (Gas, Wind)   

Small generation (Wind, Biomass, Oil)

Multiple infrastructure types:
• Electricity
• Gas
• Liquid fuels
• Railways
• Roads
• Airports
• Ports
• Water towers
• Water pumping stations
• Sewage treatment works
• Solid waste facilities
• Telecom masts

About 1,000,000 network assets assembled



Customer demands and network flows

Electricity
sub-transmission
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Customers to asset footprints 



Transport network flows

GB rail network flows GB road network flows



Mapping interdependencies 

Electricity dependency on Gas
- 1) Large power stations @ transmission level
- 2) Medium power stations @ 132kV level 

Gas dependency on electricity (selected)
- 3) LNG @ 132kV level
- 4) Compressors at 33kV level

Gas transmission

Electricity
transmission

Electricity
sub-transmission

Electricity
distribution
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Physical and geographic interdependence



Mapping direct and indirect customers

Indirect customer demands on Great Britain’s electricity network

Electricity

Sewage treatment Telecom masts Water towers

Railways Airports Ports

Direct customer demands



Application: Criticality hotspots

ITRC Infrastructure Criticality Hotspot Analysis 

An infrastructure criticality hotspot is a geographical 
location where there is a concentration of critical 
infrastructure, measured according to number of customers 
directly or indirectly dependent on the infrastructures in 
that location

Composite criticality mapPhysical & Geographical interdependence



Application: Cyber risks

Cyber risks to the UK’s electricity network infrastructure 

• Scenario based attack on UKPN 132kV substations

Cyber interdependence

INTEGRATED  

INFRASTRUCTURE: 

CYBER RESILIENCY 

IN SOCIETY

Cambridge Centre for Risk Studies

Cambridge Risk Framework

Cyber Risk Framework for Critical Infrastructure Threat Scenario

Mapping the Consequences of an 

Interconnected Digital Economy



Application: Impact of Flooding
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Infrastructure Customers at Risk of Disruption due to Flooding of the Thames Catchment

Indirect Risk

Direct and indirect
risk

Direct risk

Environment Agency, NAFRA flood hazard maps: significant, 

moderate, low probability

• Vulnerability of customers (potential customer disruptions)

SAGE
Scientific Advisory Group for 
Emergencies



Application: Vulnerability of assets



Application: Economic impacts



Application: Transport risks

Example: 

GB Railways

Criticality is measured in terms of the volume of flows along routes, the losses of

flows when routes are disrupted and the ratio of post-disruption losses to pre-

disruption flows



Application: Transport vulnerability analysis



Next steps - MISTRAL
Cross-cutting 

Theme A
Vulnerability, 

risk and 
resilience

Cross-cutting 
Theme C

Governance

Cross-cutting 
Theme B

Decisions
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Flagship 5: Deployment of the national 
infrastructure database and tools

Challenge 1
The local complexity of 
national infrastructure

Challenge 2
National infrastructure in 
an inter-connected world

Challenge 4
Quantifying the economic 

roles of infrastructure

Challenge 3
Transforming national 
infrastructure choices 

worldwide

Flagship 1: Interdependent local-national 
infrastructure systems modelling

Flagship 2: Interdependent national-global 
infrastructure assessment

Flagship 3: Transferrable national 
infrastructure assessment process

Flagship 4: Systemic economic appraisal of 
infrastructure



Opportunities: Global Networks Analysis

Opportunities are being created through the emergence of newly available global infrastructure network datasets
• Creating a global database of interdependent infrastructure network systems



Risks at Global Scales

Recognizing that national systems are embedded within much larger global networks

What-if scenario-based risk analysis:
• Large-scale spatially coherent hazards
• Geopolitical incidents

Examining infrastructures role in supporting supply chains:
• Key dependencies
• Geographic hotspots

Understanding the role of planned global infrastructure projects:
• Direct and indirect risks
• Geographic implications of investments
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